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		If you're a solo website designer or part of a small team itching to build interesting projects with Drupal, this concise guide will get you started. Drupal’s learning curve has thrown off many experienced designers, particularly the way it handles design challenges. This book shows you the lifecycle of a typical Drupal project, with emphasis on the early stages of site planning. Learn how to efficiently estimate and set up your own project, so you can focus on ways to make your vision a reality, rather than let project management details constantly distract you.

		
			Plan and estimate your project by discovering your client’s goals and audience perceptions
	
			Discover how Drupal works under the hood, and learn basic DrupalSpeak
	
			Frame the UX design challenge through a deeper understanding of your site’s intended users
	
			Get real content for your project as early as possible—before you start prototyping
	
			Choose the right modules for your project, and learn about several go-to modules
	
			Understand how to walk clients through the Drupal design and development process
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Robust Data Mining (SpringerBriefs in Optimization)Springer, 2012

	Data uncertainty is a concept closely related with most real life applications that involve data collection and interpretation. Examples can be found in data acquired with biomedical instruments or other experimental techniques. Integration of robust optimization in the existing data mining techniques aim to create new algorithms resilient to...
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Sketching User Experiences:  Getting the Design Right and the Right Design (Interactive Technologies)Morgan Kaufmann, 2007
There is almost a fervor in the way that new products, with their rich and dynamic interfaces, are being released to the public-typically promising to make lives easier, solve the most difficult of problems, and maybe even make the world a better place. The reality is that few survive, much less deliver on their promise. The folly? An absence of...
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Dental Computing and Applications: Advanced Techniques for Clinical Dentistry (Premier Reference Source)Medical Information Science Reference, 2009

	Over the last 40 years, dental informatics has implemented numerous technological advancements and discoveries to become a medical research discipline of significant scale and scope.


	Dental Computing and Applications: Advanced Techniques for Clinical Dentistry presents the latest technological applications and advanced...
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Interconnecting Cisco Network Devices, Part 1 (ICND1): CCNA Exam 640-802 and ICND1 Exam 640-822 (2nd Edition)Cisco Press, 2008
Interconnecting Cisco Network Devices, Part 1 (ICND1), Second Edition, is a Cisco®-authorized, self-paced learning tool for CCENT™ and CCNA® foundation learning. This book provides you with the knowledge needed to configure Cisco switches and routers to operate in corporate internetworks. By reading this book, you will gain a...
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Mathematics & Physics for Programmers (Game Development Series)Course Technology PTR, 2011


	Math and Physics for Programmers, Second Edition, is for many different people. If you

	thumb through the pages, you can gain a sense of the topics covered and the presentation of

	the material. The discussions of mathematics, physics, biology, and other topics are meant to

	help you understand how such topics can assist you as a...
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Reviews of Physiology, Biochemistry and Pharmacology 157Springer, 2006

	E. Bettiol, S. Clement, K.H. Krause, and M.E. Jaconi: Embryonic and Adult Stem-Cell Derived Cardiomyocytes: Lessons from in vitro Models


	N. Toda, K. Ayajiki: Phylogenesis of Constitutively Formed Nitric Oxide in Non-Mammals


	S. Huang and J. Wikswo: Dimensions of Systems Biology


	S. C. Sinha and S.R. Sprang:...
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